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Abstract: The application of deep learning neural networks enables the processing of extensive vol-
umes of data and often requires dense datasets. In certain domains, researchers encounter challenges
related to the scarcity of training data, particularly in marine biology. In addition, many sounds
produced by sea mammals are of interest in technical applications, e.g., underwater communica-
tion or sonar construction. Thus, generating synthetic biological sounds is an important task for
understanding and studying the behavior of various animal species, especially large sea mammals,
which demonstrate complex social behavior and can use hydrolocation to navigate underwater.
This study is devoted to generating sperm whale vocalizations using a limited sperm whale click
dataset. Our approach utilizes an augmentation technique predicated on the transformation of
audio sample spectrograms, followed by the employment of the generative adversarial network
StyleGAN2-ADA to generate new audio data. The results show that using the chosen augmentation
method, namely mixing along the time axis, makes it possible to create fairly similar clicks of sperm
whales with a maximum deviation of 2%. The generation of new clicks was reproduced on datasets
using selected augmentation approaches with two neural networks: StyleGAN2-ADA and WaveGan.
StyleGAN2-ADA, trained on an augmented dataset using the axis mixing approach, showed better
results compared to WaveGAN.

Keywords: augmentation data; WaveGAN; whale signals; sperm whale clicks; StyleGAN2-ADA

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks possess the capacity to extract features and detect intricate
nonlinear correlations across diverse datasets. The advent of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [1] has facilitated the utilization of neural networks in computer vision, encom-
passing applications in image classification, object detection, and image segmentation. In
addition, neural networks are now commonly employed in non-photorealistic rendering
(NPR) [2], including the generation of original images for tasks such as robotic painting [3]
and other techniques such as neural style transfer (NST).

Neural networks are capable of processing many types of data other than images,
including the generation of text using large language models like ChatGPT. The use of
neural networks in natural language processing (NLP) has increased significantly in recent
decades. Recent developments include the rise of models like BERT [4] and GPT-3 [5],
which have further pushed the boundaries of language understanding and generation.
These models leverage large-scale training on text data to achieve remarkable levels of
fluency and coherence in the generated text. For further reading on natural language
processing, the reader is encouraged to refer to [6,7].

Deep neural networks are frequently employed to analyze audio data for sound
recognition and classification, particularly in the context of animal and environmental
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sound discrimination [8,9]. Neural convolutional networks, in particular, are commonly
used for this purpose. Furthermore, neural networks find applications in medicine for the
identification of cough sounds and many other related tasks [10,11]. Furthermore, neural
networks are broadly used for speech synthesis applications, e.g., speech assistants or
gaming avatars [12–14]. They are also utilized in the generation of audio data, including
biological sounds and music produced by various instruments, e.g., drums or piano [15,16].
The production of animal vocalizations holds significant importance for studying their
behavioral patterns and communication methods, as well as for using these vocalizations in
technical applications. The field of audio generation has been extensively explored by numerous
researchers. The possibility to convert an audio recording into a visual representation has enabled
the application of feature extraction methods commonly employed for image classification [17,18].
For instance, Dhariwal et al. [19] have devised Jukebox, a model specifically designed to generate
singing in the raw audio domain. Similarly, van den Oord et al. [20] introduced WaveNet, a
deep generative model with the ability to operate at the waveform level, thereby enabling the
production of authentic human speech and select musical segments. Finally, Chris Donahue
developed WaveGAN [15], an approach that utilizes generative adversarial networks (GANs)
for unsupervised synthesis of raw audio signals.

A key objective within the field of sound generation is the generation of vocalizations
emitted by diverse animal species. The reproduction of such vocalizations plays a significant
role in the examination of behavioral patterns and communication modalities exhibited by
the animals and can be a perfect basis for biologically inspired technical solutions. Regard-
ing animal sound classification and recognition, a prevalent issue is the scarcity of audio
data [21]. An attempt to address this problem was made by Axel-Christian Guei et al. [22],
who introduced a novel methodology for generating ECOGEN bird sounds. By employing
the VQ-VAE2 architecture, the authors generated new spectrograms that can subsequently
be converted back into a digital audio signal. In a recent study [23], E Kim et al. proposed
a GAN-based animal audio data augmentation scheme. The authors generated new audio
data using DualDiscWaveGAN and then assessed the reliability of the resulting virtual data,
selecting data with high scores for augmentation. Therefore, the main goal of such research is
to address the lack of audio data by using deep learning networks to enrich existing biological
audio data samples.

Certain animal species, e.g., whales, are either rare or possess vocalizations that are
challenging to record due to their low-accessible habitats. To record acoustic data in aquatic
environments, special devices called hydrophones are commonly used. Moreover, the
large-scale collection of data over extended periods, spanning several years for instance,
necessitates the employment of autonomous and semi-autonomous systems that operate
consistently in the habitats of the animals under study [24]. These systems include tethered
buoy arrays [25,26], tags or recording devices attached to the whales [27], aquatic drones
with varying levels of autonomy [28], and aerial drones equipped with hydrophones [29].
Even with all this equipment, collecting audio data from a single group of whales can take
several years, and the amount of data may still be insufficient. To address this problem, in
the current study, we propose a reliable technique to generate synthetic whale audio data
using a limited initial dataset.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We introduce an approach to reduce the scarcity of whale audio data by analyzing its
spectral characteristics.

• We describe a method for producing synthetic acoustic data for sperm whales using
the StyleGAN2-ADA network.

• Several experiments conducted on authentic sperm whale audio datasets show the
high resemblance between the augmented and synthetically created data derived using
the proposed approach, in contrast to other considered data augmentation methods.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review and
description of the primary methods for augmenting and generating audio data. Section 3
presents the proposed data augmentation method, along with the architecture and oper-
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ational principles of the GAN employed for generating synthetic sound data related to
whales. The experimental findings and a comparative analysis of the proposed methodolo-
gies are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

One of the main problems faced by researchers working with neural networks is the
insufficient amount of training data, the lack of which can lead to overfitting. In cases
where real training data are deficient, different augmentation methods are employed [30,31].
The primary concept behind data augmentation is to modify one or more attributes of the
original sample by a small increment to generate a novel, marginally altered data sample.
Quite frequently, augmentation is applied to images since the problem of a limited dataset
often arises when solving image processing problems [32]. Traditional image augmentation
approaches involve employing a mix of such affine transformations like scaling, shearing,
rotating, or modifying colors [33]. Nevertheless, more intricate transformations have
also been suggested recently, like occluding regions of an image [34], blending multiple
images [35], or introducing noise to images [36].

Augmentation of sound data is an important stage in the formation of datasets for
training neural networks in the field of sound processing. The goal of this process is to create
similar, but not identical, audio data to improve the model’s generalization ability and
provide more information in situations where sufficient natural data may not be available.
It is important to note that the content of an audio file can be represented in different
ways, which, in turn, affects the type of augmentation method that can be applied [17]. For
example, there are augmentation methods that are applied to the waveform of a signal.
These include changing the pitch [37], increasing/decreasing the volume of the signal,
changing the speed (speeding up or slowing down the original signal), adding random
noise, silence, mixing the signal with background sounds from different types of acoustic
scenes [38], adding reverb [39,40], time shift (right or left), etc.

On the other hand, when an audio signal is represented as a spectrogram or mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), it becomes feasible to employ augmentation
methods that are typically used for images. Methods like random cropping, time shifting,
pitch shifting, and spectrogram warping can be especially beneficial. They help the model
learn to be more invariant to such transformations and improve performance, especially in
the case of a limited training dataset. A fairly popular augmentation method applicable
to spectrograms is SpecAugment [41]. SpecAugment is a data augmentation method
applied to the input data of a neural network, which involves masking along both the time
and frequency axes of the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). To facilitate the
extraction of pertinent features by the network and bolster its resilience against temporal
deformations, limited frequency information loss, and minor speech segment loss, the
authors use the following types of mel-spectrogram deformations:

1. Time warping the sparse image. A logarithmic spectrogram is viewed as an image, where
the time axis is horizontal and the frequency axis is vertical. A random point along
the horizontal line passing through the center of the image within a certain range is
warped either to the left or right by a randomly chosen distance.

2. Frequency masking involves masking a range of consecutive mel-frequency channels.
The number of channels to be masked is first chosen randomly, and then the starting
point for the masking is selected.

3. Time masking involves masking a range of sequential time steps. Similar to frequency
masking, the number of time steps and the starting point for the masking are chosen
randomly. Additionally, there is an upper bound on the width of the time mask.

Certain augmentation methods involve the summation of two random mel spectrograms
of an identical class to generate a novel spectrogram [17]. For instance, Shengyun Wei et al. [42]
used mixed-shape data augmentation on a time-frequency representation in the input space to
train a convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN). In [43], the authors described VTLP
(Vocal Tract Length Perturbation), a method that distorts spectrograms by introducing random
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linear changes along the frequency axis. The central idea is not to eliminate differences but to
add some variation to the audio. This can be achieved by normalizing to a specific value instead
of a standard mean.

Data generation methods can also be constructed as augmentation techniques. Quite
often, models based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) are employed to synthe-
size audio data. For example, WaveGAN represents an audio generation method based on
the DCGAN [15] architecture but incorporates a customized 1 × 25 convolution operation
instead of the standard 5 × 5 convolution. WaveGAN is explicitly designed for the gen-
eration of realistic audio data. It exhibits a wide range of applications and demonstrates
high efficiency in audio synthesis tasks. Another GAN used for generating audio from
synthesized data spectrograms is SpecGAN [15]. In comparison to WaveGAN, this ap-
proach exhibits lower performance. A significant drawback of GAN models is the random
generation of output data, leading to an unregulated expansion of training data, which may
have no effect on classifier training or even weaken it when working with small datasets.
To address this issue, we propose a new method for synthesizing sperm whale signals that
maximizes the preservation of the spectral characteristics of the original signal.

Thus, the following problems within the studied area can be identified:

• Problems with training neural networks with small sizes of training samples.
• The limited number of methods for augmenting sound data.
• The area of generation of sound signals (including bio-similar ones) has been poorly

studied in small samples.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sperm Whale Clicks

The sperm whale (cachalot) was chosen as a subject for this study among various
marine mammals because of the unique characteristics of the sounds it makes. Sperm
whales produce a series of single, broadband clicks that are used for echolocation, allowing
the whales to find prey and navigate in the darkness of the deep ocean [44,45], as well as
for communication. Each click has a multipulse structure, comprising an intense first pulse
followed by several additional pulses (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Multipulse structure of a sperm whale click. The red square depicts the zoomed area and
the arrows show the pulses in the multipulse structure

The multipulse click is the result of the reverberation of the initial pulse in the spermaceti
organ of the whale [46,47]. From the clicks, “codes” can be compiled—sequences of clicks with
a fixed structure of relative intervals between clicks that have been identified as fundamental
communicative units. It is known that sperm whales are divided into clans. Scientists
distinguish clans depending on the dialect in which the sperm whales click [48–50]. However,
it is still unknown whether the codes differ only in the absolute intervals between clicks,
whether the spectral features of the clicks of the codes carry information, and whether the
frequency of individual clicks in the codes matters.
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3.2. Augmentation of Sperm Whale Clicks

In this research, two different approaches for audio data augmentation were employed.
The first approach involved various traditional augmentation methods, which were applied
to the original signal:

1. Changing the signal speed within the range of 0.8 to 1.2 compared to the original
signal, implemented using the MATLAB function stretchaudio(S,k) . The initial signal
(S), its length, and the parameter for changing the audio speed (k) are transmitted as
parameters.

2. Shifting the signal pitch within the range of − 3 to 3 semitones, implemented using
the MATLAB function shiftpich(S,k) . As parameters, the initial signal and the number
of semitones for the shift (k) are passed to the function.

3. Changing the signal volume within the range of −3 to 3 dB. The new signal Snew is
obtained from the original signal S multiplied by the amplification factor, where k is
the required amount of dB: Snew = S · 10

k
20 .

4. Addition of random noise to the signal, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between
50 and 100, implemented using the MATLAB function awgn(S,snr) . The parameters
include the original signal (to which noise is to be added) and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) (to modulate the intensity of the added noise). The SNR parameter was
selected to ensure that the operation did not distort the original signal. Sometimes,
it is necessary to adjust the SNR parameter in such a way that it does not distort the
original signal. Figure 2 shows an example of adding noise to the original signal with
different original signal-to-noise ratios.

5. Time shifting of certain elements within the range of −0.0001 to 0.0001 s. To
implement this augmentation approach, some elements of the original signal are
swapped with neighboring ones that are within a range satisfying the conditions of a
given interval.
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Figure 2. The effect of the SNR (signal-to-noise) ratio on the received signal.

The augmentation approach we used in our study creates several augmented signals
from the original one. Each of the five transformations described earlier can be applied to
a signal with some probability. Thus, the parameters for augmentation are set randomly
within specified intervals, and the methods that will be applied are also randomly selected.
A more detailed description of the operation of the augmentation algorithm using classical
transformations is described in the pseudocode given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Augmentation approach used in classical methods
Set:
SigS—source signal, represented as one-dimensional array of N × 1 ,
N—number of points in this source signal, therefore its length,
Sig—empty one-dimensional array of N × 1
Operation[ChangeSpeed, Shi f tPitch, ChangeVolume, AddNoise, TimeShi f t]—set of

operations for signal augmentation
Nop—number of operations
Niter— desired number of augmented signals based on one original;
for n← 1..Niter do

Sig:=SigS // Fill the empty array with data from the original
signal

for k← 1..Nop do
rin:=Rand(1,3) // Chance to apply operation k to the original

signal
if rin == 1 then

randp = random[x,y] // define random parameter for operation
k f.e. speed multiplier for operation 1

Sig := Operation(k, Sig, randp) // Apply operation k to the
signal using random parameter

end
end
Save Sig as audio file

end

One of the original signals, presented in the form of a one-dimensional array, is
the input for the augmentation algorithm, along with information about the length of
the signal, which is equal to the number of points in the array. The desired number of
iterations to complete the augmentation loop is set by the user, so the number of augmented
signals received can be arbitrary. Next, the algorithm generates a random integer from the
interval [1; 3]. If the randomly generated number is 1, then one of the five transformations
described earlier is applied to the signal. This procedure is repeated for each of the described
transformations, with equal chances of application. The parameters for changing the signal
at each stage are also set with random values within the previously established intervals.
At the end of the cycle, the augmented signal is saved. The next iteration re-introduces
the random values. The second approach involves creating a new signal by combining
segments from several source files, Sig1 and Sig2. The idea of this approach is to take
two source signals and swap horizontal or vertical sections of the spectrogram image. For
example, if there are three parts, two segments from the first file and one segment from
the second file can be assembled to form a new file from these three parts. The original
signal is converted from a waveform to a spectrogram using a short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), and the result is written into a two-dimensional array for each file, St f t1 and St f t2.
Then, the dividing points of the spectrograms are calculated both in time and frequency
and recorded in the dAt variables. Knowing the division points, the selected parts of the
arrays are swapped among themselves, and then the inverse Fourier transform is applied
to the new sequences and written to the MixFreqSignal or MixSignal array, depending on
the type of change used for mixing. Algorithm 2 describes this approach in pseudocode.

The proposed approach uses two different types of mixing: mixing along the time axis
(Figure 3) and mixing along the frequency axis (Figure 4). The audio file is converted into a
spectrogram, where the X-axis represents time, and the Y-axis shows frequency values. In
the case of temporary blending, the image is cut into fragments by vertical lines.
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Algorithm 2: Augmentation approach used in mixing methods
Set:
Sig1, Sig2— source signal, represented as one-dimensional array of N × 1 ,
SigLen1, SigLen2— number of points in source signal,
dAt— Division point for mixing by frequency,
dAt1, dAt2 — Division point for mixing by time
if SigLen1 > SigLen2 then

Sig1 := Sig1[1. . . SigLen2] // Adjust length to the shortest of two
else

Sig2 := Sig2[1. . . SigLen1]
end
St f t1 :=stft(Sig1), St f t2 :=stft(Sig2) // Create two-dimensional array with

STFT values for Sig1 and Sig2 respectively
dAt := St f t1 rows amount /2
dAt1 := St f t1 columns amount/3 // the first division point
dAt2 := dAt1 × 2 // the second division point
MixFreqSt f t := [St f t2(1 : dAt, :); St f t1(dAt + 1 : end, :)] // Create new array,

which includes top half of St f t1 and bottom half of St f t2
MixTimeSt f t := [St f t1(:, 1 : dAt1), St f t2(:, dAt1 + 1 : dAt2), St f t1(:, dAt2 + 1 :

end)]; // Create new array, which includes 1st third of St f t1, 2nd
third of St f t2 and last third of St f t1, assuming arrays were
divided vertically and in the appropriate order

MixFreqSignal:=istft(MixFreqSt f t)// Get waveform data for both signals
using inverse short-time Fourier transform

MixTimeSignal := ist f t(MixTimeSt f t)
Save to .wav⇒ MixFreqSignal, MixTimeSignal

Figure 3. Mixing along the time axis. The outer chunks are cut out from the first file (marked with
red rectangles), and the middle chunk is cut out from the second file (marked with a black rectangle).
All three cut chunks are assembled into one file (right picture).

In the case of mixing along the frequency axis, the spectrogram image is cut into
fragments by vertical lines.

Figure 4. Mixing along the frequency axis. The bottom chunk is cut out from the first file (marked
with a black rectangle), and the top chunk is cut out from the second file (marked with a red rectangle).
The two cut chunks are assembled into a new file (right picture).
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3.3. Deep Learning Models for Sperm Whale Audio Data Generation

To generate sperm whale signals, in this study, we use two neural networks based on
generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Structure of a generative adversarial neural network.

Such neural networks consist of two main components: a generator and a discrim-
inator. The generator creates images that can be visually similar to the real ones, while
the discriminator tries to distinguish the real data from the generated ones. GAN training
occurs through competition between the generator, which strives to produce increasingly
realistic images, and the discriminator, which tries to distinguish synthetic images.

The first neural network under investigation is WaveGAN [15], an audio generation
method that specializes in creating realistic audio data and has a wide range of applications.
The second considered method is StyleGAN2-ADA [51]—a neural network that allows
users to create fairly realistic images. In this study, StyleGAN2-ADA is used for the first
time to generate audio data represented as spectrograms. The architecture and basic
principles of operation of these neural networks are described below.

3.3.1. WaveGAN

WaveGAN is a type of generative adversarial network designed to produce raw audio
signals rather than images or spectrograms. Its architecture is based on the DCGAN model,
which uses a technique called transposed convolution to enhance the resolution of low-detail
feature maps, creating higher-quality images. DCGAN is a direct extension of GAN, except
that it explicitly uses convolutional and transponous convolutional layers in the discriminator
and generator, respectively. In the case of WaveGAN, this transposed convolution operation is
adapted to use longer 1D filters and increase the upsampling factor at each layer. These changes
allow WaveGAN to possess the same characteristics in terms of parameters, operations, and
output as the DCGAN but with additional audio sample capabilities. As DCGAN generates
64× 64-pixel images, which equals only 4096 audio samples, the authors introduced an extra
layer to the model, allowing it to produce 16,384 samples, equivalent to a bit over one second of
audio at a 16 kHz sampling rate.

For the task of generating biological signals, it is necessary to create audio samples
with a high sampling rate, which can be limited by WaveGAN. Therefore, in our work, we
propose to use StyleGAN2-ADA with a generator that can generate high-resolution images.

3.3.2. StyleGAN2-ADA

The idea of using the GAN architecture for sound generation can be traced back to
SpecGAN [15]. To obtain audio from a generated spectrogram, the value of each pixel’s
color is read, and the sum of the components is recorded in a 2D tensor, with one element
corresponding to one pixel. The padding, which is the black part at the bottom, is removed,
and the resulting tensor values are mapped back to the original spectrogram range. The
audio waveform is obtained using the inverse_spectrogram function on the tensor, utilizing
the same dataset parameters as when the audio was converted to spectrograms, and then
saved using the wav f ile.write function.

StyleGAN2-ADA is a network based on the GAN architecture with two competing
parts—the generator and discriminator—with the addition of an adaptive discriminator
augmentation (ADA) mechanism, designed to lower the training divergence when working
with limited datasets. The main idea of ADA is that all images shown to the discriminator
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go through a set of augmentations, so the discriminator never encounters the original
images from the dataset. Thus, controlled augmentations of inputs can balance out the
learning speed between the two networks. Other than this, no other changes were made to
the structure.

Figure 6 shows the structure of StyleGAN2-ADA. The generator receives white noise
and generates images. Both real and generated spectrograms go through the same augmen-
tation pipeline before being fed into the discriminator. The discriminator gives a score to
each image, and the results are used in the evaluation of the loss function for each network.
Blue represents the training networks, yellow represents the evaluation of the loss function
f (x) = −log( 1

1+e−x ) based on the discriminator outputs, green represents the application
of augmentations, and orange represents the values of the loss function.

Figure 6. The structure of StyleGAN2-ADA.

Each image goes through the augmentation pipeline, where each augmentation can
be applied to each image with a probability p or skipped with a probability 1− p. To
avoid manual adjustment of the parameter, the probability p changes based on the degree
of overfitting. Overfitting is determined by the divergence of the discriminator outputs
between the real and generated images, with the ideal scenario being that they are close to
each other, indicating that the generated images are indistinguishable from the training
set. Consequently, the more overfitted the network becomes, the farther apart the outputs
become. The metric used to evaluate overfitting is expressed as

rt = E[sign(Dtrain)],

where Dtrain represents the discriminator outputs for the training set. This heuristic is
chosen because it does not require a separate validation batch. After a certain number
of minibatches, p is adjusted based on this heuristic, starting from 0 at the beginning of
the training.

The network was trained using the Google Colab platform which is known to equipped
with an NVIDIA Tesla T4 12GB GPU. The StyleGAN2-ADA PyTorch implementation [51]
was employed for this study. The generated images were 256× 256 pixels. While higher
resolutions can still be used, it was determined that smaller resolutions are too restrictive
and larger ones are too time-consuming. StyleGAN2-ADA offers various augmentation
categories, such as pixel blitting, geometric transformations, color transforms, image-space
filtering, additive noise, and cutout. It should be noted that the last three augmentations
are more impactful than the first three. When applying augmentations, it was ensured
that they do not affect the colors, as the generated spectrograms already lack ideal color
coding from the audio-to-image conversion. Therefore, only pixel blitting and geometric
augmentations were utilized, while the stronger augmentations were avoided to prevent
slow conversion. In the case of the augmented datasets, our pre-trained networks were
utilized to mitigate the occurrence of premature overfitting and extended conversion times.
Training persisted until the discriminator had been presented with 132,000 images, with
network snapshots captured every 12,000 images. At this juncture, most datasets exhibited
relative stability, and further training was deemed less essential due to time constraints.
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3.4. Metrics for Audio Data Evaluation

The following metrics were chosen to evaluate and compare the augmented and
generated audio data:

1. RMS: The root-mean-square value of the signal. This metric provides information
about the effective signal energy and is more representative than a simple average
amplitude value. The RMS is calculated using the following formula:

RMS =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
n=1
|Sn|2,

where Sn is the value of the signal at the N-th point and N is the number of points in
the signal.

2. Crest factor: This metric allows one to detect failures that manifest themselves in
changes in the peak frequency of the signal. High values of this metric mean that
the signal contains short-term peaks or high-frequency pulses. The crest factor is
calculated using the following formula:

CF =
Smax

RMS
,

where Smax is the maximum value of the signal.
3. Shape factor: This metric evaluates the shape of a signal regardless of its size. The

shape factor is calculated using the following formula:

SF =
RMS

1
N ∑N

n=1 |Sn|

4. Impulse factor: This metric evaluates the sharpness of pulses or peaks in a signal.
The impulse factor is calculated using the following formula:

IF =
Smax

1
N ∑N

n=1 |Sn|

5. Zero-crossing rate: This metric shows how many times the signal crosses the am-
plitude value of “0” during the shown period, which indicates the smoothness of
the signal.

4. Results
4.1. Dataset Description

The recordings of sperm whale clicks were obtained from the Watkins Marine Mammal
Sound Database [52]. This large database contains samples of vocalizations from various
marine mammals and is freely available. We selected a four-channel recording of the clicks
produced by one tagged sperm whale from Dominica dated 21 September 1991. The file
sampling frequency is 81,920 Hz. In the recording, the lonely clicks of a whale can be
clearly heard, and there is the audible sound of a ship in the background. Therefore, the
Savitzky–Golay [53] filter was applied for denoising purposes. While one of the most
commonly used low-pass filters in signal processing is the moving average method, the
Savitsky–Golay filter has proven itself effective in noise reduction for biological signals such
as lung sounds [54] and ECG signals [55,56]. We tested several data smoothing methods
(moving average, LOESS, LOWESS, and Gaussian filters), and the Savitsky–Golay filter
showed the best results. This filter exhibited minimal phase shift compared to other filters.
Individual whale clicks were then cut out and recorded into separate files, resulting in
81 separate chunks of sperm whale clicks that were used in our study as an example of a
dataset with insufficient data. Figure 7 shows an example of one click that was cut out.
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Sperm whale vocalizations are characterized by broadband, high-frequency short
clicks. The duration of clicks in our study was around 0.03 s.Figure 7b shows that the
frequencies we are interested in are within the range of 0.15 to 25 kHz. The spectrogram
shows a band of about 31 kHz, which is either extraneous noise or a recording defect. In
any case, this frequency does not distort the original signal.
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Figure 7. Single click of a sperm whale.

4.2. Data Augmentation and Generation Results with WaveGAN and StyleGAN2-ADA

First, we applied the augmentation algorithms, i.e., the classical approaches (Algorithm 1)
and the method based on mixing parts of spectrograms (Algorithm 2). It was decided to apply
each algorithm 81 times to each of the source files. Thus, the dataset obtained by applying each
augmentation approach was equal in size to the datasets obtained previously. With 81 original
files and combining fragments of each of them with all the others, 812 = 6561 new files were
obtained for each of the three types of augmentation. The WaveGAN and StyleGAN2-ADA
neural networks were trained on each augmented dataset. The main training parameters are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Computer characteristics for trained networks.

WaveGAN StyleGAN2-ADA

OS: Microsoft Windows 10 Linux
CPU: Intel Core i7-7700HQ, 2.8 GHz, 8 cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30 GHz, 1 core
GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050, 2 GB NVIDIA Tesla T4
RAM: 16 GB 12 GB

After training, each neural network was used to generate 100 audio files for each aug-
mented dataset. Examples of frequency representations of the augmented and generated
sets for each investigated approach are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that, on average, all files repeated the frequency range of the source
files, i.e., the main frequencies are up to 25 kHz, and the multi-impulse nature of the
signals is visible, as depicted by the vertical stripes on the spectrograms. WaveGAN is
characterized by the addition of a high-frequency characteristic, which is visible from
20 kHz to 40 kHz (lighter areas). In files generated by StyleGAN2-ADA, such features are
not that obvious.

Figures 9–13 allow one to compare the chunks augmented and generated using Wave-
GAN and StyleGAN2-ADA with the metrics from Section 3.4. Figure 9 shows the RMS
values of the signal. The obtained results show a strong deviation in the values for the files
generated by WaveGan, approximately twice that of the values of the original files.
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Figure 8. Spectrograms of the original files (top row), files generated using WaveGAN (middle row),
and files generated using StyleGAN2-ADA (bottom row).
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Figure 9. Values of the RMS.

Figure 10 shows the values of the shape factor. This metric evaluates the shape of the
signal regardless of its size. The figure shows that there were no strong deviations, but
it is clear that for the augmented and generated files based on the mixing method along
the frequency axis, the shape factor was overestimated and had many outliers. The same
situation was observed for the impulse factor (Figure 11) and the crest factor (Figure 12).
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Figure 10. Values of the shape factor.

Figure 13 shows the values of the zero-crossing rate, which indicates the smoothness
of the signal. It can be seen in the figure that the files generated by WaveGAN have a
smoother shape compared to the original files.
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The results obtained using the augmentation methods showed good agreement with
the original signals in terms of the spectral characteristics and selected metrics. Table 2
summarizes the average values of the generated and augmented files for each metric. The
results presented in Table 2 should be interpreted as follows: the closer the dataset metric
value is to that of the original signal, the more similar the signals. The percentage value
indicates the deviation from the metric of the original signal, expressed as a percentage.
The first row of the table shows the average values of the metrics for the original signals.
The next three rows show the average metric values for the augmented data, followed by
the average metric values for the data generated by the neural networks.

Table 2. Numerical estimates of obtained results.

Dataset Number of
Signals RMS Shape Factor Crest Factor Impulse Factor Zero-Crossing

Rate

Original signals 81 0.0543 1.6820 5.7537 9.6390 0.1736

Traditional augm. methods 6561 0.0522 (3.8%) 1.7431 (3.6%) 5.0029 (13%) 10.1507 (5.3%) 0.1838 (5.8%)
Mixing by freq. 6561 0.0459 (15.5%) 1.7778 (5.7%) 9.0402 (57.1%) 16.4973 (71.1%) 0.1744 (0.46%)
Mixing by time 6561 0.0554 (2%) 1.6922 (0.6%) 5.7844 (0.5%) 9.7607 (1.2%) 0.1745 (0.52%)

midrule StyleGAN2-ADA,
traditional augm. 100 0.0651 (19.9%) 1.7678 (5.1%) 6.461 (12.3%) 11.3792 (18.1%) 0.1962 (13%)

StyleGAN2-ADA, mixing by freq. 100 0.0753 (38.7%) 2.0565 (22.3%) 10.8663 (88.8%) 22.84 (136.9%) 0.1584 (8.7%)
StyleGAN2-ADA, mixing by time 100 0.0497 (8.5%) 1.6382 (2.6%) 6.0567 (5.3%) 9.9445 (3.2%) 0.1685 (2.9%)

WaveGAN, traditional augm. 100 0.1589 (192.6%) 1.863 (10.7%) 5.3400 (7.2%) 9.945 (3.2%) 0.2071 (19.3%)
WaveGAN, mixing by freq. 100 0.1014 (86.7%) 1.8546 (10.3%) 6.3401 (10.2%) 11.9535 (24%) 0.226 (30.2%)
WaveGAN, mixing by time 100 0.1464 (169.6%) 1.8058 (7.4%) 5.3474 (7.1%) 9.686 (0.48%) 0.2165 (24.7%)

The deviation in the values of the metrics from the original signal may not be too
small (about 0), as overly similar data would not provide enough diversity for training
the neural network. But at the same time, the deviation should not be too large. We
believe that a maximum deviation of 10–12% would be sufficient to ensure diversity in
the data. As shown in Table 2, the best results for data augmentation were achieved by
the mixing-by-time method. Nevertheless, the classical approaches also achieved good
results. For the data generated by the neural networks, the best results were achieved by
StyleGAN2-ADA when mixing by time. This is the only scenario where the deviation in
the values of the metrics fell within the 10–12% range.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

In this study, we investigated methods for augmenting and generating synthetic
sperm whale signals. Notably, the augmentation and generation of audio data derived from
biological signals pose a persisting challenge that has yet to be comprehensively addressed.
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This paper aimed to clarify unresolved intricacies associated with sperm whale signal
manipulation and generation and may be useful for researchers in the fields of cetacean
communication, sonar construction, and signal processing.

We tested several augmentation methods, including a classical augmentation approach
and a method involving the amalgamation of distinct segments of the spectrogram image.
Using the mixing augmentation technique, the signal contents remained unchanged but
were fragmented and reorganized, thereby preserving the key features observed in the orig-
inal signals. All implemented augmentation methods offered flexibility for modification
or joint utilization with other methods. All parameters were adjustable to accommodate
different signal types or achieve diverse outcomes. Based on the obtained augmented
datasets, new synthetic signals of sperm whales were generated using two neural networks:
WaveGAN and StyleGAN2-ADA. The results showed that in terms of frequency character-
istics, the generated files were similar to the original ones. However, the files generated by
WaveGAN had an extra high-frequency component, which was not present in the samples
generated by StyleGAN2-ADA. It should also be noted that both neural networks repeated
the multipulse structure of a click. A comparison of the signals using metrics showed that
among the augmentation methods, large deviations in the values of the crest factor (with
an average increase of 57.22% relative to the original signal) and impulse factor (with an
average increase of 71.15% relative to the original signal) were observed in the method
mixing along the frequency axis. The augmentation method of mixing along the time axis
yielded metric values closest to the original signals, with deviations ranging from 0.23 to
2%. Using a dataset based on this augmentation method, the metric values of the files
generated by StyleGAN2-ADA were the closest to the original ones (with deviations of no
more than 2%), making this augmentation method and neural network most suitable for
the tasks of this study.

However, the proposed method possesses some limitations, and several problems typical
of ANN-based solutions can be highlighted, e.g., the dependence on the training set and the
need to retrain the network if the dialect of a group of whales is too different from the training
set. Therefore, the direction of future research is the creation of whale signal generators that
can generate entire phrases of an individual whale. Furthermore, we will study the generation
of vocalizations of other cetaceans, which produce more harmonic sounds.

An area of ongoing research involves the creation of unique vocalizations (codes) based
on generated clicks. This study may be useful in the tasks of identifying and classifying
individual sperm whales, thereby contributing to a deeper understanding of cetacean
communication patterns. The successful development of this study could potentially yield
valuable insights into the nuanced language of cetaceans, paving the way for further
discoveries in the field of marine mammal communication.
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